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I. Introduction 

A.  What is a Tip? 

From time to time, Fitch Ratings is contacted on a confidential basis with various 

information (or ‘tips’ to use the colloquial term) related to a Fitch rated entity. Generally, 

the contact relates to some non-public, negative piece of information regarding that 

entity’s conduct or business practices. Fitch, for example, may receive certain 

information about a company that would appear to have negative repercussions for its 

reputation and/or financial condition, if made public and/or proven true. As a result, this 

allegation could very well have adverse credit implications. As a practical matter, the 

contact with Fitch may be via written correspondence, through a phone call or during a 

conversation at a meeting or a conference, and may or may not be done anonymously.  

 

B. Tip vs. Market Rumor 

Tips, as used in the context of this bulletin, are distinct from market rumors.  Tips are 

considered explicit and overt contact initiated by a third party, whereas a market rumor is 

generally well circulated, but not documented.  Analysts are reminded that while we do 

not expressly comment on market rumors, we must respond to them in an appropriate 

manner (i.e. confirmation with issuer or with one or more independent third parties).  

Market rumors could ultimately have ratings implications should it cause a liquidity 

issue, which is certainly a risk for confidence sensitive issuers such as banks,  broker 

dealers, or industrials that are heavily reliant on the commercial paper markets. 

 

II. Responsibility upon receiving a Tip 

While it is not Fitch’s responsibility, nor does Fitch have the authority or the capacity, to 

formally investigate such allegations to the extent of a law enforcement agency, as part of our 

ongoing surveillance of an issuer, we must consider the veracity of the allegations and their 

potential credit impact. We must not ignore such allegations or tips, and they must always be 

treated seriously and addressed immediately in accordance with this protocol.  At the same time, 

we must not assess the credit impact of such allegations until we have completed the various 

inquiries outlined below, understanding that Fitch does not have the authority or capacity 

formally to investigate the truthfulness of the response to the tip presented to us about the rated 

entity.  Due to the sensitivity of most allegations, the allegations must (other than as described in 

the next paragraph), be treated as highly confidential while they are being reviewed. 
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III. Fitch Protocol 

A. We reserve our right to protect the name/identity of any source (whether or not the source 

has come to Fitch on a confidential basis).  Any tip, however, that alleges that an issuer 

that Fitch rated has committed a violation of law that has not been adjudicated by a 

Federal or state court will be forwarded (including the identity of the tipster) to the 

appropriate law enforcement agency, governmental entity or other regulatory body 

having jurisdiction over the rated entity. The Legal Department will be responsible for 

transmitting any such tip to the appropriate authority.   If an analyst is contacted with an 

allegation, he or she must document all pertinent information by creating a written 

record, in English (the “Tip Memo”, an outline of which is attached hereto as Attachment 

1) of the nature of the claim (for example, by taking detailed notes of any conversations 

with a caller), the caller’s name and number (unless anonymous), the date received and 

anything else of relevance (e.g. any documents provided by the source must be retained).  

In the event allegations of this type are left on Fitch voice mail, these messages must not 

be deleted. Instead, the analyst must forward the voice mail  to the analyst’s group head 

and to the attorney in the Legal Department that supports the analyst’s group (the 

“Designated Attorney”) if technologically possible.  In addition, the analyst must (i) 

make as close to a verbatim written record of the content of the voice mail as possible 

and (ii) make this record part of the Tip Memo so that the content of the voice mail is 

preserved in writing. 

B. Upon receiving a tip, analysts are immediately to contact their group head and the 

Designated Attorney to discuss the allegations. Analysts must forward all information 

related to the allegation including the Tip Memo to their group head and provide a copy 

to the Designated Attorney and the member of the Credit Policy Group that support the 

analyst’s group.   

C. If any analyst, or any other employee, receives any information or allegation that could 

constitute a Tip that does not relate to a credit that analyst or employee covers, that 

analyst or employee must immediately contact the Regional Group Head who will then 

contact either the lead analyst responsible for the subject of the Tip or the Designated 

Attorney that supports that analyst or employee’s group.  In the event that the tip is 

forwarded to the Designated Attorney, the Designated Attorney will be responsible for 

involving the appropriate lead analyst or group head, which analyst or group head will 

then be responsible for the tip as if it had been communicated directly to them. 

D. Analysts are to work with the Designated Attorney and the appropriate representative of 

the Credit Policy Group to organize a plan to address the allegations including 

conducting necessary factual inquiries and reviews and, if appropriate, formulating 

questions for the rated entity designed to address both the specific and general concerns 

that the tip raises. After any appropriate initial inquiries are completed, the analysts (with 

or without the Designated Attorney, as they both shall determine appropriate) must then 

follow-up on the allegations or claims by contacting the rated entity to inquire as to their 

knowledge of the allegations, without divulging the source of the tip. The rated entity’s 

response, whether oral or written must be maintained as part of the rating file for the 

entity. 
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E. It is the responsibility of the Designated Attorney to (i) determine whether it is necessary 

to contact a governmental or regulatory authority to report the tip and the appropriate 

governmental or regulatory body to inform, and (ii) to record the tip in the tip log 

maintained by the Legal Department (the “Tip Log”) and to file the Tip Memo and all 

related materials in the files maintained by the Legal Department for such purpose.  The 

Designated Attorney must also (i) prepare and transmit any letter(s) to the appropriate 

authorities, (ii) file all such letter(s) in the files maintained by the Legal Department for 

such purpose, and (iii) indicate on the Tip Log the date of the transmission of such 

correspondence and any response from the authorities.  It is the responsibility of the 

group head to review the allegation, the results of all inquiries made with respect to the 

allegation and any response provided by the rated entity and to then convene a credit 

committee if, in his or her judgement, the allegations have merit and there are concerns 

that the information could have credit implications, whether or not it is made public.   

F. Upon the conclusion of the analysis of the tip, the analyst must complete a memo, in 

English, an outline of which is attached hereto as Attachment 2, summarizing the incident 

and its resolution (the “Conclusion Memo”). In accordance with Bulletin 11 (File 

Maintenance and Recordkeeping Policy for Analysts), the Conclusion Memo, along with 

all of the related documentation, must be retained and filed with the credit file to which 

the tip relates and copies provided to the Designated Attorney and the Credit Policy 

Group.  The Designated Attorney must note on the Tip Log the date on which the 

Designated Attorney receives the Conclusion Memo and retain such memo in the files 

maintained by the Legal Department for such purpose.  It is the responsibility of the 

Designated Attorney to ensure that the analyst produces a Conclusion Memo for each tip.   

 

G. The analyst may record both the Tip Memo and the Conclusion Memo in the form of an 

email so long as all of the information required in Attachments 1 and 2 respectively is 

included in such email and the email is retained in accordance with Bulletin 11. 
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Attachment 1 

 

 

    FORM OF TIP MEMO 

 

To: Group Head, Designated Attorney and Credit Policy Group Contact 

From: [Name of Fitch Analyst] 

Date: [Date of Tip Memo] 

Re: [Receipt of Tip concerning [Name of Subject Credit]] 

 

1. Date and time tip received 

2. Fitch employee informed 

3. Informant (if identity known) including, if available: phone number, address, connection 

to Subject Credit 

4. Name of Subject Credit 

5. Responsible rating group 

6. Person in such group to whom the tip was referred (if other than drafter of Tip Memo) 

7. Name of rating group Head 

8. Complete summary of tip (please attach any document(s) provided by Informant) 

9. Date tip referred to Group Head  

10. Name of Designated Attorney  
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Attachment 2 

 

 

    FORM OF TIP CONCLUSION MEMO 

 

To: Group Head, Designated Attorney and Credit Policy Group Contact 

From: [Name of Fitch Analyst] 

Date: [Date of Conclusion Memo] 

Re: [Receipt of Tip concerning [Name of Subject Credit]] 

 

Summary of the Tip: 

 

1. Date of Tip 

2. Nature of Tip 

3. Summary of the Tip 

 

Credit Section 

 

1. Does Fitch rate the Subject Credit? 

2. Would the tip, if true, have a credit impact? 

3. Describe actions taken to follow-up on tip including: (i) describing the plan created in 

concert with the Designated Attorney and Credit Policy Group to address the allegations, 

(ii) attaching copies of documents reviewed and (iii) summarizing discussions with the 

Subject Credit, if any 

4. After the initial investigation, did the group head determine that the allegations have 

merit and a credit committee was needed?  If so, what were the results of the committee?  

5. Was a RAC issued?  
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Executive Summary
Objective: Establishes employee reporting obligations to identify potential conflicts of interest.
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1. Introduction
Fitch’s continued success is dependent on its integrity and on its ability to provide global markets with 
objective and independent credit analyses.

This Policy, which addresses Securities trading and conflicts of interest, contains prohibitions, restrictions 
and disclosure requirements that help protect Fitch’s reputation.  All Employees are expected to 
understand this Policy and take every precaution to avoid conflicts of interest and the appearance of 
conflicts of interest.  Under no circumstance should an Employee perform Analytical Activities involving a 
Rated Entity or Security if he/she might be unduly influenced in any way and under no circumstance 
should an Employee allow Confidential Ratings Information to influence his/her investment decisions. 

Capitalized terms used herein are defined in Section 12 of this Policy.

1.1 Individuals Covered by This Policy
All Fitch Employees and, in certain cases, their Family Members are covered by this Policy.

1.2 Privacy of Account and Securities Information
Fitch Employees are required to report private investment information belonging to them and their 
Family Members, to the extent allowed by law.  This information will be used on a “need to know” 
basis for compliance monitoring purposes and stored in secured servers and files.  Compliance
may be required to share this information in connection with a subpoena, court order, or as 
otherwise required by applicable law or by any judicial, legislative or regulatory authority.  
Records of Employee recusals are distributed as necessary in order to implement access 
controls.

1.3 Questions
If you have any questions about this Policy, please contact Compliance by email at 
compliance@fitchratings.com or by telephone at the Compliance Hotline 1.212.908.0873.

2. Securities Trading Restrictions and Prohibitions
Securities trading restrictions and prohibitions are designed to help Employees avoid conflicts of interest 
and Insider Trading violations.  The type of applicable restriction(s) depend on the Employee’s job 
function as follows:

All Fitch Employees and their Family Members are subject to:
o Insider Trading Prohibition;
o 30-day Holding Period Restriction;
o Short Sale Prohibition; 
o Futures and Options Prohibition; and
o Securities Reporting (unless they are an Employee Exempt From Reporting as set forth in 

Section 4)
In addition to the above, all Analytical Group Employees and their Family Members are subject to: 

o Group Investment Restrictions
In addition to the above, all Fund & Asset Management (“FAM”) Analytical Group Employees and 
their Family Members are subject to:

o Pre-approval Requirement
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2.1 Insider Trading Prohibition
Transacting in a publicly-traded Security while in possession of Material Non-Public Information 
(i.e., Insider Trading) or passing along such information to others who are not authorized to have 
it (i.e., Tipping) is illegal.  Penalties for Insider Trading or Tipping can be severe.  For example, 
the person who trades on Material Non-Public Information, or who provides such information to 
others, may be subject to civil penalties, criminal fines and imprisonment.  Additionally, the 
improper use or disclosure of Material Non-Public Information could result in reputational damage 
and significant sanctions to Fitch.

Fitch strictly prohibits Insider Trading and Tipping.  An Employee’s failure to adhere to this Policy 
could result in dismissal from employment, in addition to facing civil and criminal penalties.

2.2 30-Day Holding Period Restriction
A purchased Security must be held for at least 30 calendar days prior to being sold. This is 
calculated on a last in, first out basis. After a Security has been sold, it may not be repurchased 
within 30 calendar days.

This restriction does not apply to Securities transactions in Managed Accounts.

2.3 Short Sale Prohibition
Fitch prohibits short selling strategies seeking to profit from downward price movements of 
Securities.  A short sale may only be executed to hedge the risk of one or more long positions, 
subject to the 30-day holding period restriction.

This restriction does not apply to Securities transactions in Managed Accounts.

2.4 Futures and Options Prohibition
Fitch prohibits futures and options trading, with the exception of buying protective puts.  These 
transactions are subject to the 30-day holding period restriction described above.  This includes 
the option expiration date at the time of purchase as well as the sale to close the position.

This restriction does not apply to Securities transactions in Managed Accounts.

2.5 Group Investment Restrictions
AG Employees and their Family Members are subject to the Group Investment Restrictions 
applicable to the Employee’s Group, which restrict Employees from investing in certain industries, 
issuers, fund types and Security types. Group Investment Restrictions apply whether or not Fitch 
rates the specific issuer or Security or investment in question.   These restrictions are published in 
the Annex to this Policy.

If an AG Employee’s Group Investment Restrictions change as a result of a transfer to a different 
Group, the AG Employee and their Family Members remain subject to the previous restrictions for 
sixty (60) days following the transfer, while also being subject to the Group Investment 
Restrictions, if any, applicable to the new Group.
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Group Investment Restrictions apply to Securities transactions in Managed Accounts.  It is each 
AG Employee’s responsibility to ensure investment advisors comply with such restrictions.

Employees should contact Compliance or their supervisor with any questions regarding whether a 
specific Security is subject to a Group Investment Restriction.

Analytical Group Heads or their designees are responsible for establishing their Group Investment 
Restrictions and for keeping them current by submitting changes to Compliance as they arise. 

2.6 Pre-Clearance
AG Employees in FAM must seek approval from a designated approver prior to executing a 
reportable transaction.  Approval will be valid for seven calendar days following the date of 
approval. FAM employees must follow the FAM Trade Pre-Approval Request Procedure.

Fitch’s President, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Risk Officer, and Global Analytical Head must 
seek approval from the Fitch Ratings, Inc. Board of Directors prior to executing a reportable 
transaction.

3. Divestment and Recusal Requirements

3.1 Divestment Requirement
No Employee is permitted to perform Analytical Activities involving a Rated Entity or Security if 
he/she holds Securities related to the Rated Entity or Security. AG Employees and their Family 
Members who hold Securities that conflict with the AG Employee’s Group Investment Restrictions 
must divest such Securities as soon as possible, but by no later than the timeframes below.

Reason Employee Holds Restricted 
Securities

Divestment Deadline

New Employee 15 calendar days after the Employee’s start date
Employee Transfer 15 calendar days after the Employee’s transfer date
Securities Acquired Through a Gift, 
Inheritance, or Marriage

60 calendar days after the date the Securities are 
acquired*

Employee Violated Fitch Policy Immediately
* A temporary recusal must be filed if the Securities are not divested within 15 calendar days.

3.2 Recusal Requirement
It may be necessary in certain cases for an AG Employee to recuse themselves from performing 
Analytical Activities for a Rated Entity or Security. 

A recusal may be required if the AG Employee or their Family Members hold a Security not 
permitted by the applicable Group Investment Restrictions, until the Security can be divested. 
This may exist where: 

An AG Employee or their Family Member purchased the Security in contravention of the 
requirements of this Policy
An AG Employee or their Family Member holds Restricted Stock
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An AG Employee’s Family Member receives company stock as compensation
An AG Employee’s Family Member works for the company and has decided to invest in the 
company

In addition, other potential conflicts may arise, such that recusal would be required. Examples of 
such conflicts may include:

The AG Employee has a close personal relationship with someone who holds a Key 
Management Position at an entity that operates in a sector covered by the Employee’s group 
The AG Employee has an Outside Interest that creates a conflict of interest or the 
appearance of a conflict of interest with his/her Analytical Activities 

The recusal will be applied to the relevant Rated Entity, the Ultimate Parent and all of its 
subsidiaries and affiliates.  Instructions on how to add/remove recusals can be found in the 
Compliance section of Fitch Xchange.

4. Accounts and Securities Reporting
Unless explicitly exempted in accordance with this Policy, Employees must ensure that they and their 
Family Members report Accounts, Securities holdings and Securities transactions in the manner set forth 
in Sections 4.1-4.5 below.  Note that depending on the Employee’s role, additional types of Securities 
transactions or holdings may be reportable (see “Definitions” below). 

Exemption 1: Fitch Employees who by virtue of their role do not have routine access to electronic files 
and systems storing confidential ratings, or commercial or financial information are not subject to the 
Securities Reporting requirement. These roles include:

Messengers, drivers, cleaning and cafeteria staff
HR staff
Travel management staff
Front desk staff
Facilities
Temporary Workers, including interns, who do not conduct Analytical Activities

Exemption 2: Certain types of transactions in Securities are, depending on the nature of the transaction 
or the nature of the Account in which the Security is traded or held, exempt from the Securities Reporting 
requirement. Reporting is not required for the following:

Changes in holdings by virtue of corporate actions (e.g.: stock splits, dividends, mergers and 
acquisitions, etc.);
Automatic investment plan transactions, such as dividend reinvestments.  An initial investment in 
a Security must be reported;
Blind Trust transactions provided that Compliance has reviewed the trust agreement and 
confirmed that the trust qualifies for treatment as a Blind Trust (Note: Compliance may treat an 
Account as a Blind Trust if the Employee and his/her Family Members have neither trading 
authority over the account nor  knowledge of the Accounts holdings and transactions); 
Securities transactions in Managed Accounts belonging to non-AG Employees and their Family 
Members, provided that Compliance has reviewed the Account agreement and confirmed that the 
account qualifies for treatment as a Managed Account; and
Accounts that cannot trade reportable Securities.  
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Exemption 3 (EU Only):  Reporting is not required for the following accounts, after written certification is 
made to Compliance:

Securities holdings or non-reportable transactions in Non-Active Brokerage Accounts of non-
Analytical Employees and their Family Members; and
Confidential Accounts belonging to Family Members of non-Analytical Employees.

4.1 Reporting of Accounts
All Accounts belonging to Employees and their Family Members must be reported by the 
Employee via the Compliance Monitoring System within 10 calendar days of establishing the 
Account.  This requirement also applies to Managed Accounts, Blind Trust accounts, and 
Accounts non-Analytical Employees in the EU designate as Confidential Accounts or non-Active 
Brokerage Accounts.

4.2 Electronic Reporting of Securities
Fitch has arranged to receive automated electronic reporting of Securities holdings and 
transactions from a number of Efeed Brokers.  Account activity that is reported electronically to 
Fitch does not require manual reporting via the Compliance Monitoring System, making it easier 
for Employees to fulfill their reporting responsibilities.  A list of Efeed Brokers and instructions on 
how to link Accounts to electronic feeds is available from Compliance.

4.2.1 Efeed Broker Requirement

Fitch Employees and their Family Members, regardless of location, with Accounts in 
the United States are required to maintain their Accounts at an Efeed Broker, unless 
the Account has been grandfathered1 in. New Fitch Employees subject to this 
provision must transfer all non-Efeed account holdings to an approved Efeed Broker 
within 60 days of notification.

4.2.2 Efeed Broker Requirement Exceptions

The following cases are exceptions to the Efeed Broker requirement:

An Employee’s Family Member who works at a brokerage firm that does not 
provide Fitch with an electronic feed, but requires its Employees to maintain their 
Accounts at that firm;
An Account has a Security that cannot be legally sold or transferred to an Efeed 
Broker; and
Accounts set up for employee stock option plans that are limited to transactions 
in the sponsoring company’s stock.

4.3 Manual Reporting of Securities
Securities transactions in reportable Accounts belonging to Employees and their Family Members 
(unless they are maintained at an Efeed Broker) must be reported by the Employee manually via 

1 Accounts that are maintained in the United States and belong to Fitch Employees and their Family Members are not subject to the Efeed requirement if, prior to February 7, 
2011, the Account was opened and the employee worked at Fitch.  However, the employee will be required to close or transfer the Account if reporting requirements are not 
fulfilled or the employee violates Fitch Policy.
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the Compliance Monitoring System within 10 calendar days of the trade date. This requirement 
does not apply to Confidential Accounts for non-Analytical Employees in the EU, and Managed 
Accounts for non-Analytical Employees globally.

Managed Accounts (AG Employees Only): Securities transactions not automatically reported 
by an Efeed Broker in Managed Accounts belonging to AG Employees and their Family Members 
must be reported manually via the Compliance Monitoring System within 15 calendar days of the 
statement date (e.g., if the transaction occurred on November 1 and the statement was issued on 
November 30, the transaction must be reported by December 15).  

4.4 Reporting Changes in Securities Holdings
Securities holdings not automatically reported by an Efeed Broker acquired by gift, inheritance, 
marriage, compensation payment (e.g., stock options or restricted stock), or by any other means, 
in Accounts belonging to Employees and their Family Members, must be reported by the 
Employee manually via the Compliance Monitoring System within 10 calendar days of learning of 
the holding.

4.5 Account Statements
Fitch Employees whose Account activity is not automatically reported to Fitch by an Efeed Broker 
must submit their statements to Compliance on a quarterly basis.  All statements issued during 
the quarter must be submitted within 15 calendar days following the end of the quarter.  
Statements may be submitted by email to compliance@fitchratings.com or uploaded to the 
Compliance Monitoring System.

Employees who fail to submit statements within this timeframe will be subject to the disciplinary 
measures set forth below, in addition to being required to move their Account to an Efeed Broker 
if one is available.

5. Outside Interests and External Relationships
Employees are prohibited from holding any position as a partner, officer, director, trustee, board member, 
or controlling stakeholder of any Rated Entity or Ratings Eligible Entity that operates in a sector that is 
covered by the Employee’s group.

5.1 Employee Outside Interests
Employees are required to obtain approval from their Global Group Head and notify Compliance 
prior to accepting:

A position as a partner, officer, director, trustee, board member, or controlling stakeholder of 
any Rated Entity or Ratings Eligible Entity that the Employee is not outright prohibited from 
serving; 
A position as an officer or board member of a trade or professional organization or 
association;
A position as an officer, board member or trustee of an educational institution;
An elected or appointed government office; or
Any position serving a government, public agency, authority, commission, regulatory body, or 
self-regulatory organization.
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These requirements apply to both profit and non-profit organizations.

5.2 External Relationships
An Analytical Employee must immediately notify his/her Managing Director and Compliance if 
he/she has a close personal relationship with someone who holds a Key Management Position at 
a Rated Entity or Ratings Eligible Entity that operates in any sector that is covered by the 
Analytical Employee’s group.  Similarly, an Analytical Employee in the International Public 
Finance, US Public Finance, or Sovereigns Groups must notify his/her Managing Director and 
Compliance if he/she has a close personal relationship with someone who holds an elected or 
appointed government office.

If the Analytical Employee has a close personal relationship with someone who holds a Key 
Management Position at Rated Entity or Ratings Eligible Entity that operates in any sector 
covered by the Analytical Employee’s group, the Analytical Employee will be required to file a 
recusal.

5.3 Notification and Approval
The Analytical Employee must submit a request on the Compliance Monitoring System prior to 
engaging in any Outside Interest.

5.4 Outside Employment and Consulting Policy
In addition to the Outside Interest requirements set forth in this policy, Employees are directed to 
Fitch’s separate Human Resources’ Outside Employment and Consulting Policy. That Policy 
contains additional prohibitions and requirements relating to employee outside activities.

6. Gift Policy
All Fitch Employees, regardless of job function, are prohibited from accepting Gifts in connection with 
work performed at Fitch.  BRM and non-Analytical Employees may extend Gifts that are appropriate and 
reasonable given the circumstances.

Analytical Employee BRM Employee / non-
Analytical Employee

Solicit or accept a Gift Not Permitted Not Permitted
Extend a Gift Not Permitted Permitted*
Accept nominal items during a business 
meeting not exceeding $25 (pens, notebooks, 
branded “trinkets”)

Permitted Permitted

* Gifts extended by BRM Employees and non-Analytical Employees must be appropriate and reasonable.

Any exception to this policy must be granted by Compliance.

6.1 Protocol to be followed when a Gift is received

6.1.1 The Gift must be returned, donated, or destroyed.

6.1.2 The Employee must send a letter to the donor that:

6.1.2-1 Explains Fitch’s restriction against accepting Gifts; and
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6.1.2-2 Requests that no Gifts be proffered in the future.

6.1.3 The Employee must disclose the gift and upload a copy of the letter to the 
Compliance Monitoring System.

7. Business Events and Entertainment Policy

7.1 Business Events
Fitch Employees are required to maintain a clear separation of analytical and commercial activity, 
as described in several Fitch policies. AG Employees must excuse themselves from any Business 
Event where fee discussions may occur.  Furthermore, Business Event expenses incurred by AG 
Employees must be paid for by Fitch and must conform to Fitch’s expense reimbursement policy.  
However:

7.1.1 An entity may pay for an AG Employee’s travel or lodging expense when attending a 
Business Event, if it is related to an activity necessary to conduct Fitch’s business 
and if it has been incorporated in the commercial agreement with the entity by BRM;

7.1.2 A conference sponsor may pay for an AG Employee’s attendance fee only if he or 
she is a speaker or panellist; or

7.1.3 AG Employees are permitted to accept supplies, food, and beverage during a 
Business Event if the value of such items does not exceed $25, or the equivalent in 
other currencies.

7.1.4 An AG Employee may attend – without incurring an expense – a conference 
reception if the reception is open to all conference attendees without charge.

7.2 Business Entertainment
Business Entertainment must:

7.2.1 Be reasonable, customary and not overly frequent;

7.2.2 Include both Fitch Employees and those of the entity extending or sponsoring the 
Entertainment; and

7.2.3 Not lead to an influence in ratings or any decision to purchase goods or services from 
a supplier, or create the perception that such influence may exist.

Business Entertainment that is extravagant, prohibited by law or known to violate an external 
party’s policy is prohibited under this Policy.
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Analytical Employee BRM Employee / 
Non-Analytical Employee

Attend a Business Event paid by Fitch Permitted Permitted
Attend a Business Event paid by a third 
party Not Permitted Permitted

Extend Business Event Permitted Permitted
Attend Business Entertainment Fitch Sponsored Only* Permitted
Extend Business Entertainment Not Permitted** Permitted
Accept supplies and food/beverage during 
a business meeting (not exceeding $25) Permitted Permitted

*AG Employees must excuse themselves from any fee-related or commercial while BRM employees must 
exclude themselves from any analytical discussion.
** Executive Committee Members permitted to extend Business Entertainment.

8. Compliance Training
Fitch Employees are required to complete Annual Compliance training within 30 days of joining Fitch and 
every year thereafter, except for the following categories of Employees who are exempted from such 
requirement: 

Employees who do not have access to electronic files and systems (e.g.: messengers, drivers, 
cafeteria staff, etc.) 
Temporary Workers, including interns, who do not conduct Analytical Activities
Compliance Employees who create or deliver compliance training. 

Other Compliance Training may be assigned from time to time, and Employees are required to complete 
the training within the time frames provided. 

9. Certifications
Fitch Employees are required to complete all certifications administered by Compliance, including the 
annual compliance certification and any other special certification that is administered for the purpose of 
compliance.

Compliance may exempt or amend certification requirements for Temporary Workers and Fitch 
Employees that do not have access to electronic files and systems (e.g.: messengers, drivers, cafeteria 
staff, etc.).

10. Exceptions to Policy Requirements
Under limited circumstances, exceptions to specific requirements of this Policy may be granted.  The 
Bulletin 13 Exceptions Committee will approve any exception, and all approved exceptions will be 
reported by Compliance to the Board of Directors of Fitch Ratings, Inc. and Fitch Ratings Ltd. 

To request an exception, the Employee and his/her Managing Director must submit a request on the 
Compliance Monitoring System.
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11. Non-Compliance
Failure to comply with this Policy may lead to disciplinary action, up to and including dismissal from 
employment. In addition, with respect to certain Policy requirements (e.g., the prohibitions on Insider 
Trading), the Employee may be subject to personal civil and criminal liability.

Fitch Employees who find that they have violated this Policy must inform Compliance promptly.  Similarly, 
Fitch Employees who become aware of a violation of this Policy must also inform Compliance promptly.  
Fitch prohibits retaliation against Employees who in good faith report an actual or potential violation of this 
Policy. An Employee may anonymously report a violation of any Fitch Policy to the independently 
managed hotline via the “Report a Violation” link on Fitch Xchange.

In the event of a conflict of interest that arises through a violation of this Policy, the Global or Regional 
Group Head, in consultation with Compliance, must determine whether there is a possibility that the 
objectivity of a rating was impacted and whether there are grounds for withdrawing the rating.  In cases 
where it is possible that the objectivity of a rating was impacted, the rating must be reviewed by a rating 
committee.

As may be required by law, Fitch will as soon as practicable disclose any case where a rating was 
potentially impacted by a conflict of interest, and indicate whether there was an actual impact to the rating.

If a violation involves a Security purchased by an Employee while in possession of Material Non-Public 
Information, the Employee in violation must not sell the Security until he/she is no longer in possession of 
Material Non-Public Information, typically after the rating action or other relevant even occurs and is 
published.

12. Definitions
“Account” means any account that has the capability of trading Securities where the Employee or an 
Employee’s Family Member:

Has a beneficial ownership interest; or
Has discretion or control over the account (e.g.: account owner, power of attorney, trustee, etc.).

“Analytical Activities” means (a) performing analyses to determine a credit rating, credit opinion, rating 
assessment, or credit score; or (b) participating in a rating committee (even as a non-voting member), and 
may be carried out by an Analyst or an Employee in the Credit Policy Group .

“Analytical Employee” means any Employee that performs Analytical Activities or any Credit Officer.

“Analytical Group Employee” or “AG Employee” means any Employee, including Analytical Employees, 
administrators, operations staff, and others that resides in any of the following groups:

Corporates Group
Covered Bonds Group
Credit Policy Group (including Credit Market Commentary)
Funds & Asset Managers Group
Financial Institutions Group
Global Infrastructure Group
Insurance Group
International Public Finance Group
Sovereigns Group
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Structured Finance Group
U.S. Public Finance Group

“Blind Trust” means a trust that meets the following criteria: (1) the trust executor(s) has full discretion 
over the assets and is independent of the Employee and the Employee’s Family Members and not 
otherwise related to the Employee, and (2) the Employee and the Employee’s Family Members have no 
knowledge of the holdings of the trust.

“BRM” means Business & Relationship Management.

“Business Entertainment” means any activity where the primary purpose is to further business relations 
and includes such activities as dinners, golf outings, sporting events, and theatre and concert 
performances. 

“Business Event” means any activity, such as an industry conference, meeting or business meal, where 
the primary purpose is to engage in analytical, research or information-gathering activities (for AG 
Employees) or to conduct commercial activities (for BRM Employees).

“Bulletin 13 Exceptions Committee” is comprised of the Global Analytical Head, General Counsel, Chief 
Technology Officer, Chief Risk Officer and Chief Compliance Officer.

“Compliance Monitoring System” refers to MyComplianceOffice which can be accessed at 
www.mycomplianceoffice.com.

“Confidential Account” means an Account owned by an EU based non-Analytical Employee’s Family 
Member where the non-Analytical Employee has provided written certification that:

The Employee has no knowledge of his or her respective Family Member’s Account and holdings;
The Employee understands that he or she is prohibited from sharing inside information and that 
the Employee takes all reasonable steps to ensure that the respective Family Member has no 
access to such information; and
That the Employee will notify Compliance immediately should he or she develop knowledge of his 
or her Family Member’s Account or holdings.

“Confidential Ratings Information” means any information that is received or created by Fitch in the 
course of its business or analytical activities that has not been disseminated to the general public, 
including:

Information regarding an issuer that has been designated as “confidential” by the issuer or its 
agent
Material Non-Public Information obtained from any source
Unpublished ratings, opinions, analysis, reports and press releases
Knowledge of a scheduled rating committee meeting, unless it has been publicly disclosed

“Credit Officer” means any Fitch Employee that develops or approves rating criteria or models.

“Efeed Broker” means a financial institution that participates in automated electronic reporting of 
Securities transactions and holdings to Fitch.  A list of Efeed Brokers is available on the Compliance 
section of Fitch Xchange.

“Employee” or “Fitch Employee” means an employee of Fitch Ratings, Inc. or a Fitch Ratings, Inc. 
subsidiary that issues ratings under the trade name Fitch Ratings, or an employee of Fitch Group, Inc. 
who has access to Confidential Ratings Information. 
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“ETF” means exchange-traded fund.

“FAM” means Funds and Asset Managers Group.

“Family Members” means:

An Employee’s spouse or any partner of that person considered by national law as equivalent to 
the spouse (e.g., domestic partner in the US);
An Employee’s dependent children, regardless of residence;
Any relative or dependent sharing the Employee’s home, to the extent allowed by local law2;
Any legal entity (e.g.: company, partnership, trust, etc.) whose managerial responsibilities are 
discharged by, controlled by, or established for the benefit of an Employee or a person listed 
above; or
Any person that has granted investment discretion or trading authorization to an Employee or a 
person listed above.

The definition does not include: 

An Employee’s spouse during divorce proceedings;
A Blind Trust; or
An Employee’s parent residing in the Employee’s home if the Employee can certify that he or she 
does not have any knowledge of the parent’s Securities holdings.

“Fitch” means Fitch Ratings, Inc. and each of Fitch Ratings, Inc.’s subsidiaries that issue ratings under 
the trade name of Fitch Ratings, including Fitch Ratings (Thailand) Ltd. and Fitch Ratings Lanka Ltd.

“Gift” means a tangible gift, a favor or money received in connection with work performed at Fitch.  It does 
not include Business Events or Business Entertainment.

“GSE” means government sponsored entities.

“Group Investment Restriction” means a restriction applicable to an Analytical Group Employee that is 
described in the Bulletin 13 Annex.

“Insider Trading” means trading a Security while aware of Material Non-Public Information.

“Key Management Position” means:

A member of a board of directors
An executive officer (e.g.: President, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Operating Officer, Chief 
Financial Officer, Chief Legal Officer, etc.)
A Treasurer
Any role that reports directly to the Chief Financial Officer or Treasurer
A role that interfaces with rating agencies

2In EU countries Employees are only obligated to disclose other relatives of the Employee who have shared the same household as the Employee for at least one year 
on the date of the transaction concerned.
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“Managed Account” means an Account where the owner does not have input into the specific investment 
decisions, but rather is under the control of an independent third-party who is a licensed broker, 
investment advisor or equivalent.

“Material Non-Public Information” means material information that has not been disseminated to the 
general public and a reasonable investor would consider important in deciding whether to buy, hold, or 
sell a Security.  Examples of material information include, but are not limited to:

Confidential Rating Information, including a rating action
Earnings projections 
A pending or prospective merger, acquisition, tender offer or financing
The disposition of a subsidiary or a significant sale of assets
The gain or loss of a material contract, customer or supplier
A change in management
An increase or decrease in dividends, the declaration of a stock split, or the offering of additional 
Securities
The possibility of material litigation

“Non-Active Brokerage Account” means any Account that an EU-based non-Analytical Employee 
certifies in writing that the Account is not used for reportable Securities trading. Any reportable Securities 
transaction in a Non-Active Brokerage Account will result in the Account being treated as an Active 
Brokerage Account for a period of one year, even if no additional reportable Securities trades occur in the 
Account. 

“Policy” means Fitch’s Bulletin 13: Global Securities Trading and Conflicts of Interest Policy.

“Rated Entity” means: 

The issuer, obligor, guarantor or credit support provider (letter of credit issuer, banks, etc.) with 
respect to any Security that is rated or in the process of being rated by Fitch
an entity to which Fitch has assigned an Issuer Default Rating
a sponsor, seller or seller/servicer, originator, underwriter or arranger with respect to a Security in 
a structured finance transaction that is rated by Fitch

“Ratings Eligible Entity” means any entity with more than $100 million in outstanding debt.

“Restricted Stock” means any Security that is under some kind of sales restriction.

“Sector Fund” means a mutual fund, exchange-traded fund, or unit trust that concentrates its investments 
in a specific industry or market sector (e.g.: technology, financial services, healthcare, precious metals, 
etc.).

“Security” means any negotiable financial instrument representing a tradable asset. For all Fitch 
Employees, this includes:

Debt securities, such as bonds, notes and debentures;
Equities, such as common stock and preferred stock;
Financial derivative contracts, such as equity and index options (including employee stock 
options), rights and warrants and futures contracts;
Passive Investments, such as private placements and limited partnerships; and
Obligations of government sponsored entities, such as Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac.
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For Analytical Group Employees, this also includes:

Sector Funds

For Analytical Group Employees in the Funds and Asset Manager Group, this also includes:

Mutual funds, ETFs, and other collective investment schemes; and
Money market funds.

For Analytical Group Employees in the Sovereigns, International Public Finance, and Financial Institutions 
Groups, this also includes:

Direct obligations of a sovereign nation or any agency thereof except those for their home country 
(i.e., country of residence or citizenship;) and
Obligations fully guaranteed by a sovereign nation or any agency thereof except those for their 
home country (i.e., country of residence or citizenship.)

“Temporary Worker” means any individual that is contracted for a fixed duration or an approximate end 
date directly by Fitch or indirectly via a third party.

“Tipping” means the act of providing Material Non-Public Information about a publicly traded company to 
a person who is not authorized to have this information.

Effective Date: April 2005

Last Updated: 23 March 2016

Author: Global Compliance Group

Employee Contacts: Personal Conflicts Monitoring

Procedure Reviewers: Melissa Lawson

Procedure Approver: Jeff Horvath
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Introduction 
Fitch Ratings is dedicated to maintaining objectivity, independence, integrity and transparency in the 

rating process. In furtherance of these goals, it is Fitch’s policy that its employees, while providing 

transparency by answering questions and communicating information about the analytical process, shall 

not provide advice on how to achieve a desired credit rating, as described below, to issuers and others 

involved in the process of issuing securities rated by Fitch. 

 

Statement of Policy 
Fitch shall not issue or maintain a credit rating with respect to an obligor or security where Fitch, or an 

affiliate, provided advice on how to achieve a desired credit rating to the obligor or the issuer or the 

underwriter or sponsor of the security, such advice to include suggestions about: (a) the corporate or legal 

structure of the obligor or issuer of the security; (b) the assets or liabilities of the obligor or issuer of the 

security or (c) the activities of the obligor or issuer of the security. In addition, with respect to structured 

finance products, Fitch shall not issue or maintain a credit rating with respect to a security where Fitch, 

either formally or informally, made proposals or gave advice regarding the design of the structured 

finance product. 

 

Policy Application and Definitions 
1. This policy applies to all analytical groups, all obligors and securities. 

2. If Fitch, any rating affiliate or subsidiary, any non-rating affiliate or subsidiary, or any employee, 

officer or director of Fitch provides advice as described above, then Fitch shall not issue or maintain a 

credit rating with respect to the obligor or security. 

3. It is not possible to provide an exhaustive description or definition of advice.  Advice might be given 

in response to such questions as: “How can a company improve its credit rating or how can a 

company prevent a downgrade to its credit rating?” In rating structured finance securities, advice 

might be given in response to: “What can the arranger do to change the results for credit enhancement 

levels?” or in a case where an analyst is asked to comment on a transaction that has no well-defined 

structure.   
 

a. A response to such a question is advice if it is: a directive; a suggestion; a recommendation or a 

proposal. 

b. A response to any of the above questions is not advice if it: explains the bases, assumptions and 

rationales behind rating decisions; provides information about the output of expected loss and 

cash flow models with respect to structured finance securities; directs inquiring parties to criteria 

reports and special reports for more information about rating methodologies; explains how 

different characteristics may have driven results or explains rating criteria. 

c. Furthermore, the following is not advice: a response to a request for a rating confirmation upon 

changes to the terms of a security; an explanation or list of key drivers of ratings or credit 

enhancement; a description or explanation of characteristics of rating peer groups; an explanation 
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of possible triggers for upgrades or downgrades of ratings and securities or credit assessments or 

other credit opinions provided by Fitch. 

 

Implementation of Policy 
Each Fitch employee is responsible for complying with Fitch’s restrictions on advising issuers and others. 

Since, in the rating process, the line between providing feedback and providing advice about how to 

obtain a desired credit rating may be hard to draw, each employee is expected to ask questions and mentor 

peers. Any employee who has questions or concerns about whether an employee is providing feedback or 

providing advice shall seek guidance from the global group head (GGH) responsible for the area or the 

person designated by the GGH to answer such questions.  Each Fitch employee shall attend training in 

communicating feedback within the first year of beginning employment and again at least every two 

years. Adherence to this policy will be audited through random or selected e-mail review by Fitch’s 

internal compliance team. 

 

Violation of Policy 
Any employee who violates Fitch’s policy regarding advising issuers and others may be subject to 

disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment. Upon allegation or discovery of any 

perceived violation, Fitch will promptly submit the security or obligor in question to the relevant rating 

group’s designated person for consideration. The Chief Credit Officer, or such officer’s designee, together 

with a committee consisting of senior analysts from the relevant rating group and at least two other rating 

groups, will analyze the obligor or security and publicly confirm or otherwise take action on the rating.  

The public commentary for such rating action shall include a statement that action on the obligor or 

security was prompted by alleged or perceived violations of this policy. 
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I. Confidentiality Policy Objectives
Fitch Ratings, Inc. and each of its subsidiaries, including Fitch Ratings Ltd., that issues ratings 
under the trade name Fitch Ratings (each individually a Fitch Ratings Company; collectively 
“Fitch Ratings”) routinely receive confidential information as part of the ratings process. This 
Policy governs the use and safeguarding of Confidential Information (as defined below) by Fitch 
Ratings and its employees. (collectively “Fitch”).

II. Confidential Information Defined
For purposes of this Policy, “Confidential Information” means all information that is not 
generally known by the public, including, prior to any Fitch public announcement, any plans 
regarding potential rating action and revisions to criteria. Information is not Confidential 
Information if it is (i) contained in public disclosure documents (prospectuses, offering 
documents, or financial statements filed publicly with a regulatory body or stock exchange, or 
which have already been published by the relevant entity), (ii) contained in a press release issued 
by the entity, (iii) contained in a publication or newspaper of general circulation, or (iv) 
information the entity has informed Fitch is public.

“Confidential Issuer Information” means Confidential Information regarding an issuer that is 
provided to Fitch Ratings by the issuer or the agents or representatives of the issuer in connection 
with the rating process.

III. Communication of Confidential Information Internally
Fitch Ratings employees shall not share Confidential Information within Fitch Ratings except on 
a “reason to know” basis.

Fitch Ratings employees shall not share Confidential Information with employees of affiliates of 
Fitch Ratings unless the employee(s) of the affiliate have a reason to know the information and 
are bound by appropriate confidentiality restrictions.

IV. Permissible Uses of Confidential Information
Fitch shall use Confidential Information only for purposes related to rating and business 
activities and shall use Confidential Issuer Information, or information and analyses derived 
therefrom, solely:

for purposes of forming and communicating its rating and other non-rating credit 
opinions;

in reports, statements, press releases, presentations or other informational materials 
issued by Fitch in the course of its business; and

in written or oral communications that Fitch may have in its discretion following the 
issuance of a rating or other non-rating credit opinion.
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V. Nondisclosure of Ratings Related Information
Except as required under any applicable law, rule or regulation or in response to a valid request 
for information in a subpoena or from any governmental or regulatory agency or authority,

Fitch and its employees and representatives shall not disclose Confidential Issuer 
Information for purposes unrelated to the permissible uses set out in Section IV;

Fitch and its employees shall not disclose any rating or rating action, anticipated rating 
action, or scheduled committee to consider any rating or rating action, including rating 
outlooks and changes to rating outlooks, to any person, other than the issuer and its 
agents, prior to the publication of the rating or rating action and its related commentary; 
and

Fitch’s internal deliberations and the identities of individuals who participated in a rating 
committee will be kept strictly confidential and will not be disclosed to persons outside 
of Fitch.

VI. Protecting Confidential Information
Fitch and its employees and representatives must take reasonable measures to protect and 
safeguard Confidential Information from fraud, theft, misuse and inadvertent disclosure.

To protect Confidential Information:

Employees should refrain from discussing Confidential Information where others might 
overhear it. This applies inside and outside the office. Employees shall exercise extra 
caution in conducting conversations in public places, such as restaurants, subways, 
trains, ferries, elevators, taxies, buses and airplanes, and in using speakerphones or 
cellular phones.

Employees participating in investor calls or other speaker forums must be prepared to 
support their analyses without revealing Confidential Information.

Employees are to use the Fitch email system (and not their personal account) for 
electronic transmission of information related to their responsibilities at Fitch.

Employees must not release any portion of any issuer file to any third party without the 
express consent or direction of the relevant issuer, except as the Compliance and/or 
Legal Department may direct.

Employees’ documents, notes and other analytical work shall not be left about for 
visitors or other unauthorized personnel to see. If an employee’s desk is situated where 
unauthorized persons may see such materials, sensitive papers shall be kept in drawers, 
turned face side down, or otherwise hidden.
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VII. Reliance by Issuer
Fitch acknowledges that issuers who disclose Confidential Issuer Information to Fitch may, in 
respect of their dealings with Fitch, rely upon Fitch’s obligations and limitations regarding the 
use, nondisclosure and protection of their Confidential Issuer Information as set forth in this 
policy.

VIII. Reporting Unlawful Conduct
Nothing in this policy or any other Fitch Ratings policy or agreement prohibits Fitch Ratings 
employees or other Representatives from reporting possible violations of law or regulations to 
any governmental agency or entity, including but not limited to the U.S. Department of Justice, 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, the U.S. Congress, and any U.S. agency 
Inspector General, or making other disclosures that are protected under the whistleblower 
provisions of laws or regulations of any jurisdiction.  Fitch Ratings employees and other 
Representatives are not required to seek authorization or notify Fitch Ratings that they have 
made such reports or disclosures.


